
Public Speaker 

Dr. Sole Quartucci has a PhD from the University of 
California, Irvine. She is a published author of two 
books, and published in Refractory, a journal for the 
University of Melbourne in Australia.  Sole has over a 
decade of experience in Higher Education. In addition 
to teaching at the university level for Soka University, 
UC Irvine and Cal State Long Beach, she has managed 
a University Writing Center, served as a Learning Skills 
Counselor, Designed and taught a collection of Study 
Skills Workshops for first year academic success, 
taught University Bridge, a university course designed 
to transition students from high school, community 
college and international schools into the academic 
and life experiences of a first year university student. 
Dr. Quartucci has also hired and trained tutors, 

coached students for prestigious international study 
and research grants, mentored students for personal 
and research statements for graduate studies and for 
the Fulbright Scholars and Knight Hennessey Stanford 
University scholars program, among many other 
prestigious awards.  Soledad has led as a scholarship 
advisor, designed courses for study abroad and is a 
proud Phi Beta Kappa member. She has also served 
as a volunteer Hispanic Scholarship Fund scholarship 
reader, and coordinated the Visiting Scholar Program 
at UCI. 

Population: International Students, Seniors going off 
to College, Community College, First year University 
students. First Gen, Re-Entry Students, Veterans. 

Dr. Sole Quartucci
Immigration & Detention | Women Empowerment | Minorities in College 



Surviving your Freshman Year 
This keynote talk focuses on the adaptation from high school and work like to university life. With 
an emphasis on minority, Latinx, and first generation students, this signature talk empowers new 
students to thrive in their first year. Discussing everything from imposter syndrome, family pressures, 
the search of career and professional paths, identifying resources, a network of support on campus 
and learning to manage it all, this talk is also a workshop on the academic skills you must develop in 
order to succeed in class and in life. Many first gen students receive scholarships and  an opportunity 
to study in excellent universities. Unfortunately, many of the same students do not finish year one. 
Part of the reason for giving up too early is weak study skills preparation, low confidence and lack of 
information for where to go to get help. It does not have to be this way. Go beyond survival and thrive 
in college and in life.

Immigrant Detention & Seeking Asylum in the United States 
What I have learned about asylum seekers, refugees and migrants who seek refuge in the United 
States.  I am a visitor volunteer, visiting detainees in Southern California jails for over 5 years. 
Along the years, I have listened to moving testimonies from asylum seekers from Central America. 
In this signature talk, I share the individual, communal and regional push factors driving caravans 
of migrants to the United States. Why do they leave home? Why do they leave their families, loved 
ones and their countries?  This talk will open your eyes and hearts to the lives behind the politics of 
immigration. You will learn about particularities of Central American countries driving people out, 
and the challenges facing women and youth in search of a new home. You will also learn about 
survival strategies across countries, the desert and America jails.

Self-Made Immigrant Woman 
This signature talk speaks on the challenges of acclimating to a new country while raising children 
and returning to school as an adult learner in the United States. As a Latin American woman I 
survived many challenges and embraced many others. This keynote presentation speaks  about the 
challenges of being a re-entry adult learner, an immigrant, a single parent going through the ranks of 
the higher ed world. Topics include: America through an immigrant woman’s eyes, survival strategies 
as a single parent, re-entry college student. The search for meaning, the grit to go from community 
college learning to the ranks of a PhD. Falling in love with the history of America, discovering the joy 
of mentoring youth, the making of an advocate and the passion for storytelling.

Public Speaking Series
My Signature Topics



Types Of Presentations I Offer: 

- Keynotes 

- Live Talks 

- TV Spots 

- Interviews

- Conferences 

- Graduations 

- Retreats 

- Business Panels 

- Seminars 

- Workshops 

- Virtual Learning

Your Investment Includes:
- A personal phone consultation prior to your event 

- Planning time, including conference calls with meeting organizers 

- Development of customized, interactive content to meet your specific event objectives

- Development of a customized, interactive PowerPoint presentation or customized handout/  
   worksheet materials, if applicable 

- Delivery of the presentation 

Payment and Travel Policy: 
A deposit of 50% of the speaking fee holds the date when you book an engagement. Your 
event will not be confirmed until the deposit has been paid. In addition to my speaking fee, 
reasonable travel expenses are charged to your organization. These expenses may include 
round trip airfare, lodging, ground transportation, parking and/or meals. 

For booking inquiries contact: soledad@latinarepublic.com


